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Abstract
Anewmethod to control lattice-fringe contrast in high-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy
(HRTEM) images by the implementation of a physical phase plate (PP) is proposed. PPs are commonly
used in analogy to Zernike PPs in lightmicroscopy to enhance the phase contrast of weak-phase
objects with nm-sized features, which often occur in life science applications. Such objects otherwise
require strong defocusing, which leads to a degradation of the instrumental resolution and impedes
intuitive image interpretation. The successful application of an electrostatic Zach PP inHRTEM is
demonstrated by the investigation of single crystalline Si andGe samples. The influence of the Zach PP
on the image formation process is assessed by analyzing the amplitudes of (111) reflections in power
spectrawhich show a cosine-type dependence on the induced phase shift under certain conditions as
predicted by theory.

1. Introduction

Transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) is routinely applied to obtain images with atomic resolution. In TEM,
an electron-transparent specimen is illuminated by a plane electronwave, whose phase and amplitude is altered
upon propagation through the object. In the following image formation process, the lens aberrations of the
imaging lens systemplay an important role. The achievable image contrastmainly depends on the structure,
thickness and elemental composition of the specimen aswell as the chosen imaging parameters.

High-resolution (HR)TEM imaging requires very thin objects, which, depending on their properties,may
onlyweaklymodify the phase of the electronwave, while the amplitude remains essentially unchanged. Phase
contrast of so-calledweak-phase objects (WPOs) is only obtained if an additional phase shift (ideallyπ/2) is
generated between the scattered and unscattered part of the object wave. In conventional TEM, the lens
aberrations of the imaging system are exploited to generate such a phase shift. The phase contrast transfer
function (PCTF), which is given by equation (1), describes the transfer of phase information encoded in the
object wave below the specimen into image intensity [1]

( ( )) ( )l l j~ p D + +fu C uPCTF sin 2 2 . 12 3
s

4
PP/

The PCTF depends on the spatial frequency u, the electronwave lengthλ, the spherical aberration coefficient
of the objective lensCs and the defocus valueΔf, whichmust be adapted to the object’s spectrumof spatial
frequencies to optimize phase contrast. The additional phase shiftjPP is equal to zero inmicroscopes without a
physical phase plate (PP) andwill be discussed below. The argument of the sine-function in the PCTFdescribes
the phase shift imposed on the object wave by the aberrations of the imaging lens system. To obtain phase
contrast ofWPO’s, the argument should therefore be close to±π/2which leads to values of the PCTF near±1
and thus results in strong contrast transfer.

To achieve optimal contrast inHRTEM imaging,Δf is usually set to Scherzer-defocusΔfS [2], which
partially compensates for the effect of spherical aberration and results in a broad band of spatial frequencies, for
which strong phase contrast is observed. The blue line infigure 1 shows the PCTF atΔfS=−86 nm for the Zeiss
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923ΩTEM (Cs=2.2 mm) operated at 200 kV (λ=2.5 nm−1), whichwas used for the experiments in this
work. Strong contrast transfer is obtained from u=1 to 3 nm−1.With itsfirst zero at u=3.6 nm−1, the PCTF
starts to oscillate. Thismarks the point resolution of themicroscope uponwhich phase contrast cannot be
interpreted directly. It is noted, that the damping of the PCTF towards higher spatial frequencies stems from
partial spatial and temporal coherence of the electronwave as detailed in [1].

Due to the sine-type behavior of the PCTF, the transfer of lower spatial frequencies (corresponding to large
object features) is weak. Strong contrast transfer of low spatial frequencies requires largeDf values which shift
thefirstmaximumof the PCTF towards lower u values as demonstrated by the PCTF plot forDf =−2 μmin
figure 1 (red line). However, the largeDf value leads to severe degradation of the instrumental resolution and
impedes intuitive image interpretation.

The limitations of conventional phase-contrast TEM imaging illustrated above have triggered enormous
efforts to develop PPs for TEMwhich are inspired byZernike PPs in lightmicroscopy [3] and facilitate in-focus
TEM imaging ofWPOs. By adding an additional phase shift ofjPP=π/2 between the scattered and
unscattered parts of the electronwave, the PCTF (equation (1)) can be turned into a cosine-type function (green
line infigure 1). It is obvious that phase contrast is strongly enhanced for low and intermediate spatial
frequencies with only a small reduction of the point resolution.

Numerous different PP concepts were proposed [4], sinceDanev andNagayama presented thefirst
successful application of a PP in TEM [5]. Inmost approaches, phase contrast is produced by either placing a
thin amorphous carbon film or an electrode in the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective lens which generate the
required relative phase shift ofjPP=π/2. The recently developed hole-free PP design, which utilizes an
electron-beam induced phase shift caused by the illumination of a thin amorphous carbon film, shows so far the
most promising results [6, 7]. However, the underlying physical principles are not yet fully understood. Amajor
drawback of thin-filmPPs in general is scattering of electrons in the PP itself which degrades the achievable
instrumental resolution.

In contrast, electrostatic PPs [8–13] are not limited by electron scattering and are therefore better suited for
HRTEMapplications. In addition, the sign and value of the induced phase shiftjPP can be controlled by
electrostatic PPswhich facilitates contrast optimization not only forWPOs. Furthermore, the variablejPP

allows the reconstruction of the amplitude and phase of the object exit wave function by taking only three images
with differentjPP [14].

PP application has been up to now confined to life-science objects like cells, biomolecules or bacteria [15–
17]. However, the spatial resolution of the demonstrated PP imaging is still substantially lower than the point
resolution of the used electronmicroscopes.

In this work, we demonstrate for the first time thatHRTEM lattice fringe imaging can be achievedwith an
electrostatic Zach PPusing single crystalline Si andGe samples as test objects.We analyze the amplitudes of
(111) reflections and show that their dependence onjPP agrees with the behavior derived from theory.

Figure 1.PCTFplots for a Zeiss 923 Ω transmission electronmicroscope with (green line) andwithout (blue and red line) an
additional PP phase shift of jPP=π/2. The defocus values areD = -f 86 nm (blue),−54 nm (green) and−2 μm (red). A
comparison of the different PCTFs illustrates the improved phase-contrast transfer with PP.
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2.Methods

Figure 2 depicts scanning electronmicroscopy images of the Zach PPused for the experiments. The PP acts as an
objective aperture with a radius corresponding to 5 nm−1 (figure 2(a)). The rod contains an insulated and
shielded electrodewith an open end (figure 2(b)). The fabrication process is based on a series of different
lithography, deposition and etching processes and is described in detail elsewhere [18].

The PPwas inserted in the BFP of a Zeiss 923Ω transmission electronmicroscope operated at 200 kVwith
the PP tip positioned close to the zero-order beam (ZOB). A voltageVPP applied to the electrode generates an
inhomogeneous electrostatic potential at the PP tip and imposes an adjustable phase shiftjPP on the unscattered
part of the electronwave. The sign and value ofjPP is controlled byVPP.

The Zeiss 923Ωmicroscope is not optimized forHRTEM. It is characterized by a Scherzer point resolution
of 0.28 nmonly slightly exceeding the (111)-type lattice plane distances of the Si ( )=d 0.314 nm111 andGe
( )=d 0.327 nm111 test specimens. The PP aperture permits transmission of spatial frequencies up to 1/
0.2 nm−1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Proof of principle
A single crystalline Si sample in [11̄0] zone-axis orientationwas used to demonstrateHRTEM imagingwith an
electrostatic Zach PP. Figures 2(a)–(c) display three power spectra of a series of PPHRTEM images acquired
from the same sample area at a defocus of 260 nmwith differentV .PP The power spectra reveal the two pairs of
(111) reflectionsmarked by green circles infigure 3(a) aswell as the (002) reflections and the electrode rod of the
Zach PP. Two sets of (111)-type lattice fringes can be recognized in theHRTEM image infigure 3(d).

Including an amorphous part in the illuminated sample area leads to the presence of Thon rings which are
exploited to determinejPP by a pattern recognition process [19] adapted to PPTEM [20]. A relatively large
defocus value of 260 nmwas chosen in this proof of principle experiment to clearly demonstrate the effect of
j ,PP which is visualized by the shift of Thon rings infigures 2(a)–(c). The corresponding jPP values are 0.42π,
0.2π and−0.06π. Slight charging of the PP leads to aminor elliptic deformation of the Thon rings. Due to
distortions induced by theΩ energyfilter of the Zeiss 923Ωmicroscope, the angles between the individual
reflections differ from the expected values.

Figure 2. Scanning electronmicroscopy images of a Zach PP showing (a) the aperturewith the electrode rod and (b) the PP tipwith
central Au electrode, dark insulating layers andAu shielding.

Figure 3.HRTEM image and power spectra of a single crystalline Si sample in [11̄0] zone-axis orientation takenwith a Zach PP. (a)–
(c)Power spectra of PPHRTEM images takenwith different V .PP The varying phase shift jPP can be inferred from the shift of the
Thon rings. (d)PPHRTEM imagewith two sets of (111)-type lattice fringes.
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3.2. Image formationwith the ZachPP
The influence of the Zach PP on the image formation process is further analyzed by determining the amplitudes
of the (111) reflections in power spectra in dependence ofjPP. The functional behavior of this dependence can
be derived from imaging theory following the formalismof the transmission cross coefficient (TCC) [21].

The Fourier-transformed imagewave function Ĩ111 at the position of a (111) reflection in a power spectrum
for a Si orGe single crystal in [11̄0] zone-axis orientation is in general composed of several linear and nonlinear
contributions. All Bragg diffracted beams fulfilling

  
- ¢ =u u u111have to be consideredwhich results in four

contributions arising from the interference between

u111 and
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jPP is only imposed on the ZOB

u0 and, hence, only thefirst and second contribution in equation (2) depend on

j .PP However, in an experiment only the amplitude A111=| ˜ |I111 of a (111) reflection can bemeasured. Taking
themodulus of the complex imagewave function causes an interference between the four complex-valued
contributions in equation (2) and leads to a complicated dependence of A111onj .PP An approximate solution
can be calculated bymaking several assumptions. If the amplitude a002 of the


u002 beam,which is forbidden

under kinematic conditions, is small compared to the amplitude a0 of the ZOB

u ,0 equation (2) can be reduced

to thefirst and second term. The validity of this assumption is checked by calculating the amplitudes and phases
of the corresponding beams for Si andGe using the STEMsim software [22]. For Si, the assumption is only
correct for thin samples with a thickness below 15 nm,whereas it holds true forGe samples with larger
thicknesses. The amplitude A111 can be easily calculated if a perfect zone-axis orientation ( au = 

-a ,u ju = )j-u
and an isotropic envelope andwave aberration function is assumed

( ) | ( ) | ( )
~ jQ -A a a E u , 0 cos . 4111 0 111 111 PP

The angleQ=j111−j0+c ( )
u111 is a phase offset which is not dependent onj .PP A111determined from

power spectra ofHRTEM images is therefore expected to oscillate with jPP.
Figure 4 shows aHRTEM image of a single crystallineGe sample in [11̄0] zone-axis orientation acquired

with a Zach PP. Themeasured defocus value of−94 nm is close to Scherzer conditions (−86 nm). TheHRTEM
image (figure 4(a)) and the power spectrum (figure 4(b)) are part of an image series acquiredwith differentV .PP

The correspondingjPP valueswere determined for each image by a pattern recognition process [20].
A111 is determined for the two pairs of (111) reflectionsmarked by green boxes and blue circles infigure 4(a)

for every image of the series. The result is plotted infigure 5 (green boxes and blue circles) as a function ofj .PP

The experimental data isfitted by a functionwith the expected dependence given by equation (4) (blue and green
lines infigure 5). The data agrees well with the fit but the curves do not coincide.

Figure 4. (a)PPHRTEM image and (b) corresponding power spectrumof a single crystallineGe sample in [11̄0] zone-axis
orientation.
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Several reasons can lead to the difference between the individual A .111 The oscillation amplitude is given by
the envelope function E and the amplitudes a0 and a111 (equation (4)). A slight tilt fromperfect zone-axis
orientation or an anisotropic envelope function E can be responsible for the small difference in amplitude
between the green and blue curve infigure 5. The second observed difference is the displacement of the curves
against each other. This shift is caused by different phase offsetsQwhich originate again from either an
imperfect zone-axis orientation or an anisotropic wave aberration functionχ. The fact that both differences are
relatively small infigure 5 suggests that the PP does not introduce additional distortions except the slight
astigmatism visible infigure 4.

An instructive experiment is depicted infigure 6. It shows a PPHRTEM image of a Si single crystal in [11̄0]
zone-axis orientation (figure 6(a)). In this particular case, the PP rod partially blocks one pair of (111) reflections
in the BFP (red circles infigure 6(b)). This leads to a strong reduction of the amplitude of the red reflection pair
and theHRTEM image only shows one set of lattice fringes (figure 6(a)). A111 is determined for the two pairs of
(111) reflections from a series of PPHRTEM images takenwith differentVPP and is plotted in figure 6(c).

The obstruction of a red reflection has an influence on the dependence of A111 onjPP for both the red and
the green reflection pairs. For the red reflection pair, the obstruction of a red reflection is equivalent to the
elimination of the first or second term in equation (2). A change ofjPP then only affects the phase of Ĩ ,111 but
A111 remains unchanged. An oscillatory behavior is therefore not found for the red reflection pair (red circles in
figure 6(c)). Additionally, the amplitude is strongly decreased.

For the unaffected green reflection pair (green boxes infigure 6(b)) the obstruction of a red reflection implies
the elimination of the third or fourth term in equation (2). Hence, the influence of the (002) beamon A111 is
reduced and equation (4) remains valid for thicker Si samples. As a result, A111 of the green reflection pair shows
a cosine-type dependence onVPP (green boxes and line infigure 6(c)).

3.3. Practical considerations
A111 should in fact be analyzed as a function ofjPP and notVPP infigure 6(c). However,jPP was difficult to
determine in the corresponding power spectra due to the lack of Thon rings and the presence ofminor
distortions introduced by the PP. Analyzing the reflection intensities as a function ofVPP is still valid if a linear
dependence betweenjPP andVPP exists.

The linearity is demonstrated infigure 7, where fPP is plotted overVPP for three different distances between
the PP tip and the ZOB. The data can bewellfitted by straight lines and the gradient yieldsj V .PP PP As the
electrostatic potential drops with increasing distance to the PP tip, the ratioj VPP PP and thus the gradient
decreases for larger distances.

The choice of an appropriate distance between PP tip andZOB is crucial for a successful application and
depends on the objects to be investigated. For typicalWPOs in life sciences with feature sizes larger than a few
nm, the achievable cut-on frequency of the PP is the limiting factor and the PPmust be positioned very close to
the ZOB [23]. However, forHRTEMapplications and feature sizes below 1–2 nm, the cut-on frequency only
plays aminor role. Hence, the distance between PP andZOB can be enlargedwhichminimizes contamination

Figure 5.Plot of the amplitude of theGe (111) reflection pairsmarked green and blue infigure 4(b) from the image series acquired
with varying jPP from−0.4π to 0.5π.
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and charging of the PP. Charging of the Zach PPwas in fact negligible in the shown experimental results which is
demonstrated by the small amount ofjPP induced at =V 0 VPP (figure 7).

Moreover, a larger distance between PP tip andZOB is favorable, because the ZOB is located in a region,
where the inhomogeneity of the electrostatic potential is strongly reduced. A possible phase-contrast reduction
due to a phase shift gradient over the spatially spread ZOB isminimized [11].

Figure 6. (a) Lattice fringe image of a single crystalline Si sample in [11̄0] zone-axis orientation takenwith a Zach PP and (b)
corresponding power spectrum. The reflection pairmarked red in (b) is partially obstructed by the PP rod. (c)Amplitude of the (111)
reflection pairsmarked green and red in (b) as a function of VPP.

Figure 7. jPP as a function of VPP for three different distances between the PP tip and the ZOB.
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4. Conclusions

The use of PPs in TEM is promising for the generation of phase contrast. However, PP applications were up to
now limited to life-science objects and focused on the enhancement of phase-contrast transfer at low spatial
frequencies. In this workwe have demonstrated that the application of a PP is also promising in lattice (fringe)
imaging, because the phase shift imposed by the PP can be utilized as a newparameter to tuneHRTEMcontrast.
We analyzed single-crystalline Si andGe samples with an electrostatic Zach PP. The experimental results agree
well with theory as demonstrated by the oscillation of the amplitude A111 of (111) reflections in dependence of
the phase shiftjPP (figure 5) or the applied voltageV ,PP respectively (figure 6(c)).We could not detect an obvious
PP-induced degradation of the instrumental resolution.

The application of PPs in thefield ofHRTEM is interesting froma general point of view. Installing a PP in an
aberration-corrected transmission electronmicroscope leads to close-to-ideal HRTEM imaging conditions. The
PCTF is converted from a sine-type into a cosine-type function and the formation of phase contrast is only
limited by the effect of partial coherence of the electronwave [24]. This will improve phase-contrast transfer not
only at intermediate and high spatial frequencies but also at low spatial frequencies. In contrast to thin-filmPPs,
electron scattering in the PP and thus reduction of the coherence of the electronwave is avoidedwith the
electrostatic Zach PP. The ability to choose sign and amount ofjPP suggests that Zach PPs are particularly suited
forHRTEM, because quantitativemeasurements become accessible, e.g. by comparing experimental data with
simulations or by applying an object-wave reconstruction process [14].
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